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Thank you for purchasing Auto Bubble, may I take this opportunity to wish you many 

happy years of exploitation. 
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1. Delivery and unboxing. 

 

After selecting suitable product, your Auto Bubble has arrived.  

Please inspect the product for damage and get back to us immediately if any is 

found. 

Do not use any sharp instrument or knives to unpack, as this can cut through 

fabric causing damage to your product. Depending on the item you have 

purchased, it would have come packed in a certain way, usually a cardboard box 

with all parts packed in to bag. 

In clean environment remove the content and spread out the product checking 

delivery contents. Although very rarely, mistakes can happen. If you notice a 

problem with your order please contact us immediately. If more than 2 weeks 

pass since receipt of goods, any replacement of wrongly dispatched orders or 

any damage is dealt with at our discretion. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. About your product. 

With protecting your vehicle being the core principle influencing our product designs 

and through continued development based on material progression and customer 

feedback, be assured that  when buying an Auto Bubble product you are buying a 

product that was tested and proven in real life scenarios. 

All of our Auto Bubble Air models are handmade and tested before dispatch so that 

quality is kept to a very high standard. 

Key principles of Auto Bubble Air system are to: 

 Isolate a vehicle from outside air. 

 Push out any moisture through vents. 

 Stabilise and keep humidity low. 

 Protect from damage. 

This is achieved through slow but steady air movement generated by a powerful fan 

and with a bubble generating buffer perimeter zone stopping foreign objects to come 

in contact with protected item inside. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. How to use your product. 

The instructions on how to use one or all of our products, are all similar with main 

differences to note being between the erecting of Bubble Air, Bubble Framed and 

Bubble Outdoor products. The purpose of this information is to advise on assessing 

product placement, correct assembly and use in order to increase product life span 

and lower the running costs. 

Product placement 

 

 Ideal base is a dry, smooth concrete floor.  

 

 Once located, before unboxing the product sweep the area thoroughly making 

sure there are no loose and sharp objects left on the base where Bubble is to be 

placed. If placing the product on a soft or stoned base, a further sheet 

stabilising and or smoothing out the base must be used. If placing the product 

on a damp surface, place moisture proof plastic sheet like tarpaulin or pvc 

directly on the base, this will stop damp developing in to mould and eventually 

staining your product. Additional sheets are available separately or can be got 

from general hardware stores.    

 With the base prepared, check to see if the vehicle is able to drive straight in 

without having to adjust steering in order to fit. 

 Be sure to check all electrical connections are sound and free of wet or 

moisture, failing that might lead to electric shock.  

 Place the product on the base and roughly position the Bubble bearing in mind 

there all of our products are directional. For most, the circulating fan is placed 

away from entry side. 

 Unroll the Bubble and plug in power supply whilst making sure the fan is not 

obstructed, observe the bubble inflate. If the Bubble is not inflating please 

check that all openings are zipped shut. This also applies to Bubble Framed. All 

products should be initially inflated and checked over. If inflating outside 

weights or pegs through built in eyelets should be used to fix the base, stopping 

the Bubble from flying away with gust of wind. 

   



 If Workspace Bubble, the product is now inflated and ready to use, for other 

products, deflate by turning the fan off / removing the fan or unzipping the base 

zip.  

 For Bubble framed, unzip a section and place the frame structure inside, power 

up the fan, go inside and zip shut any openings so that the Bubble inflates with 

you inside. Once fully inflated assemble the skeleton and deflate by unzipping 

one of three openings. Bubble is now ready for a vehicle to go in. 

 For Bubble Air, including Bubble Air Outdoor and Caravan Bubble, after unzipping 

the top from base, slide the upper part away from vehicle entry point. 

 

 Check the base again for any foreign objects and position the vehicle within the 

base area. 

 

 Leave windows ajar and top up when in storage allowing air to circulate around 

the Bubble. 

 Pull the top over the vehicle and zip shup all openings. 

 

 Power up the fan, whilst making sure air can flow freely, observe inflation 

process for any problems.  



 Once inflated, check that Bubbles are not rubbing any part of body work. For 

outdoor products, use top eyelets to stabilise the Bubble from swaying in the 

wind and rubbing the body. 

 

 The Bubble now can be left powered up indefinitely. There are number of eyelets 

at the top of our products, these can be used to suspend the Bubble allowing the 

fan to be powered down. 

 To remove the vehicle, deflate and unzip the openings allowing the vehicle to be 

driven out. 

DO NOT turn wheels once on the base of a Bubble, this can cause tears in fabric. 

DO NOT put in to storage vehicle with sharp edges without making them safe, as 

these can tear the fabric and cause failure. 

DO NOT drive a hot car in to any of our products, hot exhaust can damage the 

products. Allow 10 minutes for vehicle to cool down. 

DO NOT stay in the Bubble with the vehicle running, risk of poisoning. 

DO NOT store a vehicle with leaking fuel system, it’s a fire hazard. 

BE AWARE of any fluids leaked out over time, as well as staining your products they 

are slippery on the base surface. 

AVOID dragging any Bubble around. 

  

4. Maintenance 

 

Regularly check the condition of your Bubble. Check base for mould or signs of 

rodents. Although we had no reports of wild life eating our products, they can 

use dark areas for shelter. 

Regularly check the fan for unusual behaviour, especially if run for long periods. 

Regularly clean and or change fan filter. 

Check for any water ingress or moisture build up. 



Take care as to not allow any foreign objects to go through the fan as this will 

cause failure. Guard must be used at all times. 

Our fans come in range of sizes and power outputs, starting with 12v 10W 

through 230v 100W to 230v 600W for the Workspace. Due to their constant 

operation these are classed as service items. They are all brushless type and 

have a life expectancy in clean environment of 3-5 years. They are available to 

buy as separate unit. 

 

       

 

Clean any vehicle leaks or spills regularly and or place a container catching 

drips if your car has issues, many classic do. 

 

Address any leaks or tears immediately with repair kit provided or use tape to 

stop rip propagating. 

 

 

If in doubt or have any questions, please get in touch. 

 

 

5.  Product Limitations. 

Our ranges of products are designed strictly for the purpose intended, being vehicle 

storage. 

The Inflatable Workstation was developed for mobile detailing space or basic light 

mechanical work. 

DO NOT use near any equipment generating sparks. 

DO NOT have near open flames or high temperature items, if something is too hot to 

touch it’s too hot for the Bubble. 

DO NOT Drill near the Bubbles as flying hot swarf can cause damage. 

 



 

6. Warranty Information 

 Auto Bubble products are guaranteed against faulty materials and workmanship. 

 All products with the exception of Custom products are guaranteed for a period 

of one year with regards to material and workmanship as do electrical 

components forming part of the original equipment. 

 In the event of a suspected fault turn off the product and contact immediately. 

 In the event of items returned for inspection or testing we will do our best sort 

out matters as quickly as possible. 

 Auto Bubble reserve the right to refuse to replace or repair any items during the 

warrantee period. 

 Damage associated with incorrect use or unsuitable product placement is not 

covered under warranty. 

 Any warrantee offered does not affect your Statutory Rights, you also have rights 

under the Distance Selling Regulations listed at 

http://www.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000 

 Auto Bubble products will require regular maintenance and servicing, it is up to 

the user to keep the equipment in a serviceable condition, any failure as a result 

of poor maintenance are not covered under warranty and we cannot be held for 

any damage associated as a result. 

 Some of Auto Bubble products are specifically made to be used only in certain 

environments, example product specifically supplied for indoor or in garage use 

must not be used outdoors as this will invalidate any warrantee offered. 

 Auto Bubble offers a repair service in the event of any accidental or other 

damage, this is offered at discretion and we reserve the right to refuse. 

 Any damaged or poorly maintained items/products will offer restricted or limited 

even zero protection therefore such continued use is expressly forbidden. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7) Disclaimer 

We are not responsible nor accept any liability for any loses, damages or expenses 

caused by using or as a result of any one or number of our products.  

Autobubble UK accepts no liability for any losses, costs damages, charges or 

expenses caused by any warranty claim. 

 

 

8) Contact Us 

 

You can contact us by: 

Email - autobubble@mail.co.uk 

Phone - 0288 555 7458 UK 

WhatsApp - 447862221743 

Phone from outside UK - 0044 288 555 7458 

  

Communication Address: 

Auto Bubble  

Unit 6 Shaw Barn 

Whitesmith, Lewes 

East Sussex, BN8 6JD 

United Kingdom 

 

 

 

 


